
 

Word Walker Press presents its latest release:   
A Guest in All Your Houses 

In these poems is a spirit that dives into prairie grasses and travels among root systems and bones before 
surfacing to speak in visionary tongues: telling fortunes from the frozen moons of fingernails; speaking in 
the grainy, sepia-toned voices of windblown wives in hardscrabble 19th century Kansas; blues-tuning in 
Colorado and filtering New Mexico through a new language that flutters and swirls on wind that stings like 
a knife.  "What use for history?" Peter Ludwin asks in "Bluestem," but in this book of fundamentalists and 
hippies, conquistadors and Anasazi spirits, history is the ghost in the land and the settlers' steel plow.  It 
is what makes this gorgeous book of gorgeous poems into a vision ringing like white bone, built from the 

earth like adobe and crafted out of the 
transcendent West: "...a ballet of blood 
moons/splashing a haunted piano." 
 
 --Tony Barnstone, author of  
 The Golem of Los Angeles, 
         Sad Jazz and Impure 
   
With a voice informal and direct, Peter Ludwin 
evokes a world where people, geography and 
time overlap like waves, washing around and 
through one another.  Often journeying into 
landscapes that initially appear barren of 
elements from which to draw solace, he finds 
a harsh beauty that sharpens the contours of 
the lives of those he encounters there.  
Memory is key for him in deepening the 
connections of people, including himself, to 
the terrains they inhabit.  And history--which 
he clearly sees is the land's form of memory--
is always present, influencing everything, 
even when invisible to the casual observer.  
This American writer feels strongly the press 
of other cultures and languages--from the 
Anasazi and conquistadors to modern artists, 
from Sanskrit and Greek to Spanish and 
Japanese--shaping the age in which we all 
now live.  As he says in "Night Hike, 
Chihuahuan Desert," 'What the ocean/that 
once frothed here/left, we inhale.'  Ludwin's 
poems breathe deeply. 
      
 --Michael Spence, author of Spine, 
 Purdue University Press 
_______ 
Peter Ludwin is the recipient of a Literary 
Fellowship from Artist Trust.  He was the 2007-
2008 Second Prize Winner of the Anna Davidson 

Rosenberg Awards for poems on the Jewish experience, and was a finalist for the Muriel Craft Bailey Memorial 
Award.  An avid traveler, for the past eight years he has been a participant in the San Miguel 
Poetry Week in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.  He owns a small trailer and twenty acres of 
land near Big Bend National Park in Texas, but lives most of the year tucked up against the 
Green River in Kent, Washington.  This is his first full length collection.   
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